We study the cohomological classification of principal sheaves, the latter being defined in a slightly different way than in [6], a fact allowing to consider on them geometrical objects like connections. The classification of vector sheaves (studied in [10]) is now a corollary of the classification of their principal sheaves of frames. In particular, principal sheaves with an abelian structural sheaf, equipped (the former) with a connection, admit a hypercohomological classification generalizing that of Maxwell fields given in [10].
Introduction
The present note is placed within the framework of Abstract Differential Geometry expounded in [10] , in combination with certain ideas from [20] .
In this framework, we start with algebraized spaces, i.e., spaces not bearing any smooth structure in the ordinary sense, and apply purely sheaftheoretic methods, without recurrence to any kind of calculus. Such spaces include the smooth manifolds, the differential spaces in the sense of [16] , and other generalized structures, such as those of [14] , [15] , [17] etc. They are also the base space of principal and vector sheaves, over which one can extend a great part of the classical geometry of fiber bundles, in particular the theory of connections and related topics.
This point of view seems to be advantageous especially for theoretical physics, where the spaces involved axe far from being smooth and often admit singularities. Therefore, algebraic methods are most welcome. For relevant comments we refer to [7] (see also [8] ), as well as to [12] , [13], and [11] for recent applications of Abstract Differential Geometry in this direction.
Here we are mainly concerned with the cohomological classification of principal and vector sheaves. Principal sheaves are meant in a slightly dif-ferent way than in the original definition of [6] , i.e., locally they look like sheaves of groups. This slight deviation allows one to define connections and related geometrical objects (see [20] ), a fact not considered in the fundamental work of A. Grothendieck. The main Theorem 2.9, in conjunction with Theorem 2.6, gives a detailed account of the classification of these principal sheaves.
On the other hand, vector sheaves and their classification have been studied by A. Mallios in [10] . However, using the (principal) sheaves of frames associated with vector sheaves, we derive the cohomological classification of vector sheaves from that of principal sheaves. This is the content of the other main Theorem 3.5.
Finally, we examine the particular case of principal sheaves with abelian structural sheaf, the former being equipped also with a connection. As we show in Theorem 4.6, sheaves of this category admit a hypercohomological classification with coefficients in a two-term complex, determined by an appropriate operator of (abstract) logarithmic differential. A by-product of this result is the classification of Maxwell fields (i.e., line sheaves equipped with connections), also obtained straightforwardly in [10, Chap. VI, Theorem 18.2]).
Preliminaries
For the basic theory of sheaves and their cohomology, we refer to [3] , [5] and [10, Vol. I], whose main notations and terminology are followed here.
Given a sheaf S = (<S, X, 7r) and an open U C X, we denote by S(U) the set of (continuous) sections of S over U. A morphism of sheaves / : S -• <S' induces the corresponding morphism of presheaves (of sections)
It is often convenient to identify a sheaf with the sheaf of germs of its sections. Similarly, a morphism / can be identified with the morphism generated by the presheaf morphism (fu)-For simplicity, we usually write f{s), instead of fu(s), for any section s 6 S(U). In this case, the difference between the original morphism / and the induced morphism of sections will be understood by the context or by an explicit mention of the range of the morphism at hand.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we start with an algebraized space (X, A), where X is a topological space and A a sheaf of associative, commutative, and unital K-algebras (K = R, C) over X.
To an (X, «4), we associate a differential triad (A, d, Q 1 ) , where fi 1 is an A-module over X, and d : A -> fi 1 a K-linear morphism satisfying the 
Classification of principal sheaves
In this section X is assumed to be just a topological space. It will be completed with a differential triad in Section 4, where we introduce connections.
Fixing a sheaf of groups (G, X, ttg) , we give the following basic definition, which is a slight variant of A. Grothendieck's original one (see [6, p. 32] For brevity, a principal sheaf as before is called a ¿/-principal sheaf, denoted by V = (V, G, X, TT).
The local structure of a principal sheaf implies that Q acts freely on V and freely transitively on its stalks. As a result, we obtain LEMMA 2.2. The map k : VxxV -+ G, given byq = p-k(p, q) , is a morphism of sheaves satisfying equalities Hp -9,q) = 9~l • *(p> q); *(p, 9 • 9) = fc(p, q) • 9-Proof. Clearly, k is well defined by the properties of the action of Q on V mentioned before the statement. On the other hand, the set Restricting ourselves to the category of ^-principal sheaves over the same base X, we say that two such sheaves are equivalent if they are (/, idg, idx)-isomorphic. We obtain an equivalence relation the quotient space of which is denoted by (2.3) Pg{X). To show that / is onto, we take an arbitrary q 6 V with 7r'(q) = x. If x G U a , we consider the natural section s a G V(U a ) and the element
The following result describes the relationship between isomorphisms of principal sheaves and cocycles, a fact which is crucial for the subsequent (cohomological) classification of principal sheaves. On the other hand, for any p G V with 7r(p) = x G U a p, we have also the analogs of (2.6) and (2.7) Then, (2.7) and (2.7'), along with (2.2), yield g a (x) = g a p{x) • gp{x). Therefore, the last equality, the analog of (2.2) for V, and (2.5) imply that
which shows that (2.6) and (2.6') coincide on the overlapping. We obtain an isomorphism / by gluing together all the f a 's. Equality (2.4) is trivially satisfied. Finally, assume that there is also another isomorphism /' satisfying (2.4). Then, for any p as before,
that is, / = /'. This completes the proof.
• THEOREM 2.6.
Let li be an open covering of the topological space X, which is a basis of its topology. Then, a 1-cocycle
(g a p) G Z l (U,Q) determines a fa(p) •= s' Q (x) • h a (x) • g a (x), g a (x) = k(s Q (x),p). (2.6') (2.7') fp(p) = «¡s(s) • • 9p(x),
unique, up to isomorphism, principal sheaf (V, Q, X, ir) with corresponding cocycle the given (gap)-

Proof. Let (G(Ua),(ap)
be the presheaf of sections of Q, with restriction maps the group morphisms (ap :
We consider the maps
Then, for any Uy C Up C UQ and a e G(Ua),
, from which follows that gay = o gay. Therefore, in virtue of the hypothesis about the covering, the association Ua > G(Ua) and the maps (gap) determine a presheaf (G(Ua), gap) which, in turn, generates a sheaf of sets denoted by (V, X, it) . We show that this is the sought principal sheaf.
i) There is a right action 6 : V Xx G > V obtained as follows: for each a 6 /, we define the map :
, with 6a{a,g) := cr-g. Each 8 a is an action such that gQpo5a = Spo(gQp x C a/ g), for every Up C Ua. Then, 6 is generated by the presheaf morphism (5 a ).
ii) To find the local structure of V, we fix an open set Ua G U. Then, all the ¡70's, with Up C Ua, form a basis of the topology of Ua. For any such Up, we define the map
whose domain is the group of sections of the presheaf (G(Ua), Qap), generating V, while its range is the group of sections of (G(Ua),(ap)i generating the group GIt is straightforward that (2.8) is a G(Up)-equivariant bijection, with inverse given by ^"^(r) = gpa • r, for every r 6 G(Up). Moreover, for every C/ 7 , with i/ 7 C Up C Ua, and any a € G{Up), 
Hence, (g a p) = (g aj3 ).
Finally, assume that there is also another principal sheaf (V, Q, X, n') with the same cocycle (g a p). Since (2.5) is trivially satisfied, Proposition 2.5 implies that V and V' are isomorphic. The proof is now complete.
• 
as claimed. Gluing together the isomorphisms (fi) we obtain the isomorphism of the statement.
• A direct combination of Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 2.7 proves also the following isomorphism criterion for principal sheaves with different coordinatizing coverings. COROLLARY 2.8. Let (P,G,X,TT) be a principal sheaf with cocycle (g a ß) over a coordinatizing open covering U = (C/ Q ) Qe /, which is also a basis of the topology of X. Let (Q,G,X, n') Recalling the notation (2.4), we are now in a position to prove the main THEOREM 2.9 (Classification of principal sheaves).
Pg(X)^H 1 (X,G).
For details concerning the 1st cohomology set we refer to 
is a canonical injection tu : H l (U, Q) -• H 1 (X, Q). Then, we set (2-10) [(f aß )} := t u ([(faß)]u).
Proof of Theorem 2.9. We define the map $ : Pg(X) H l (X,Q) as follows: for a class [P] G Pg(X), we set $([P]) := [(&*/?)], if U = (U Q )aeI
is an arbitrary coordinatizing open covering with corresponding cocycle {daß) € Q) for the representative sheaf V. We show that $ is well defined, i.e., independent of the choice of the representative and its cocycle. To this end let Q be any principal sheaf with [V] = [Q], whose cocycle ("fa'ß') is defined over a coordinatizing covering W -(Ua')a'el'-We choose an arbitrary common refinement V C UriU', V = (^i)ieJ) forming also a basis of the topology of X. Considering any refining maps r : J -• I and r' : J -> /', Corollary 2.7 implies that V is isomorphic to a principal sheaf V with corresponding cocycle (<jij) E Z l (V, Q) given by
Since, by the assumption, V = V = Q = Q., Corollary 2.8 implies that [
which proves the previous assertion.
Here it is worthy to note that, since all the cocycles used above are taken over open coordinatizing coverings, the direct limit (2.9) should be taken with respect to all proper (open) coordinatizing coverings U of X. This is possible because the latter form a cofinal subset of the set of all proper (open) coverings of X. For relevant details we refer, e.g., to [9] and [10, Vol. I, p. 127]. If (g a ß) and ("fa'ß') We have already proved (see [18] 
To show that $ is injective, assume that $([7-*]) = $([Q]), for any [P], [Q] 6 Pg(X).
X DU i-> GL(n,A(U)) S Iso^^lt/,^».
Hence, gaj3 G Iso^^l^,^"!^) ^ GL(n, A{Uap)) ^ g£(n,A)(Uap).
Working as in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we can show that a cocycle (gap) £ QC(n, A) determines both a Q£(n,
,
QC(n,A),X,-K), there is a vector sheaf £ such that V = P(£).
Proof. Let V be a principal sheaf as in the statement, with cocycle {g a ß) £ Q£(n,A). Then, the same cocycle determines a vector sheaf and the sheaf of frames V(£), both of them having as cocycle the given (g a ß)-The result now follows from Proposition 2.5.
• A morphism / = (f,idx) between two vector sheaves (£,X,p) and (£',X,p') is a morphism of «4-modules. The definition of an isomorphism between vector sheaves of rank n, over the same base X, is obvious. Analogously to (2.3), we denote by (3.2) *\{X) the set of the resulting isomorphism classes.
For an isomorphism / : £ -* £' we can prove the analog of Proposition 2.5; that is, / is completely known by a 0-cochain (h a ) e C°(U, QC(n, >1)) such that f\£u a = ip' a ° h a o ip a and g' a ß = h a o g a ß o hß 1 . As a consequence, we obtain Proof. This is a result of the fact that the cocycles involved in both cases are cohomologous via the same cochain (h a ).
• We can prove now the analog of Theorem 2.9, namely the classification of vector sheaves THEOREM 3.5. With the notation (3.2), Proof. In virtue of Theorem 2.9, it suffices to show that This is a consequence of Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, along with the vector sheaf analog of Proposition 2.5.
• REMARK 3.6. A straightforward proof of Theorem 3.5, without use of principal sheaves, is given in [10, Chap. V, Theorem 2.1]. Our approach shows that the study of vector sheaves and their geometry can be reduced to that of principal sheaves (see also the next section, as well as [18] ).
Sheaves with connections
As in Section 3, we fix an algebraized space (X,A) together with a differential triad (A,d,Q. 1 ) . In order to define connections on a principal sheaf V = (V, G, X, TT), we need to enrich the structure of Q. Thus, we assume that the following properties are satisfied: LSG 1. Q admits a representation in an ,4-module of Lie algebras £, i.e., there is a morphism of sheaves of groups Q : Q -> Aut{C).
The first term in the right side member of the last equality denotes the natural action of Q on (the right of) Q 1 C (see [20] for details). Also, Aut(C) is the sheaf of groups generated by the complete presheaf U i-• Aut(£|{/) := End(£|i/)', the upper dot denoting the set of invertible endomorphisms. • From now on we consider {¿-principal sheaves with Q a Lie sheaf of groups. Also, in order to facilitate our notations, we set fi 1 (£) For the existence of connections on principal sheaves, various examples and other details, we refer to [20] . The relationship between connections on principal and vector (or, more general, associated) sheaves has been studied in [18] , [21] . In particular, we have shown that there exists a bijection Over a common coordinatizing covering U for both V and V', we have already proved (see [19, Theorem 3.9] ) the following criterion of equivalence. In case of different coordinatizing coverings, we may take a common refinement and consider the equivalent principal sheaves of Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8. 
Proof. Since we consider only the 1-dimensional hypercohomology with coefficients in the complex d : Q -• fi 1 (£), we may consider the following diagram, where the rectangle (I) is commutative 0 0
The horizontal morphisms are the usual coboundary operators and the vertical ones are those induced by d. As a result, we obtain the (total) complex
. By an easy computation we verify that Hence, applying D 1 on the pair ((g aß ), (<^a)), and taking into account (4.4) and (4.6) along with the cocycle condition of (g a ß), we see that Note that if we use different coordinatizing covers, then we obtain equal classes in the direct limit, working as in the proof of Theorem 2.9.
ii) $ is injective. This is proved by the same arguments, as before, in a reverse way (see also the proof of Theorem 2.9). 
